
 

Position Description: Kitchen Helper 
Immediate Supervisor: Kitchen Manager 
Place: Meals on Wheels Commercial Kitchen, 11111 103 Ave Edmonton 

 

Kitchen Helper Role: 
A volunteer in the kitchen can expect a demanding yet rewarding experience. There are strict deadlines to meet and 
you must be able to communicate well, take direction, and work independently when necessary.  
 

Shift Details & Minimum Commitment:  
1. Shifts are available Monday to Friday from 8:00am-12:00pm, 1:00pm-5:00pm, 5pm-9pm and Saturday & Sunday from 

11:00am-3:00pm **weekend shifts full for September 
2. We require a minimum commitment of 1 shift per week for 3-6 months (we can accommodate vacation days and days 

off with notice) 
3. We are flexible with scheduling shifts and can work with an ongoing set schedule or a varied schedule 

 
Specific Duties 
1. Follow all COVID-19 health and safety measures 
2. Food preparation such as, but not limited to chopping, slicing, dicing, peeling, grating and/or mincing of 

vegetables, meats etc.  
3. Portioning and packing meals and meal items in containers  
4. Learning to prepare food correctly to Edmonton Meals on Wheels standards and practices 
5. Light cleaning as needed 
6. Provide sufficient notice when absences are necessary. Last minute cancellations are impossible to recover from 

and would result in a staff member doing your work, or the client getting their meals at a later date. Two 
consecutive absences without contact to the agency may result in termination 

Essential Functions 
7. Physical ability to perform the job as outlined 
1. Ability to stand for the 4-hour shift  
2. Physical ability to lift 15 lbs.  
3. Ability to use good judgment in all situations 
4. Ability to communicate orally with fellow staff and volunteers 
5. Ability to maintain confidentiality 
6. Ability to use proper hand-washing techniques  

 

Minimum Qualifications 
1. Be at least 16 years of age 
2. Must receive and follow instruction well with a good attitude 
3. Have a good work ethic and be accountable and committed 
4. Must demonstrate an ability to follow proper food handling procedures 
5. Adhere to our dress code policy 
6. Ability to speak and understand English 
7. Must be able to safely use kitchen utensils such as knives and other sharp utensils 
8. You must be able to stand for the 4-hour shift, there are no sitting positions available. For safety reasons, any 

volunteer with casts, or mobility devices (cane, walker, etc.) is asked not to apply as a Kitchen Helper (no 
sitting positions available)  

 



Dress Code 
You must be in dress code to work in the kitchen. The dress code is in place for the safety of our clients and 
volunteers. 

• Closed toe closed heeled shoes. No part of the foot should be visible – this includes the top of the foot. 
Flat, comfortable shoes are recommended 

• Legs should not be exposed for the volunteers’ safety (no skirts, dresses, capris, or shorts) 
• No tank tops – underarms cannot be exposed  
• Volunteers wearing nail polish or artificial nails must wear latex gloves while on shift. This also goes for 

volunteers who wear rings that cannot be taken off. *gloves provided by our kitchen 
• Watches must be removed. Fitbit’s and bracelets must be removed.  
• Loose scarves, dangling accessories (ex: necklaces), etc. should be removed for the volunteers’ safety 
• Head scarves must be tucked in the neckline and all hair must be covered 
• All hair is tucked fully in hair nets (this includes bangs) and beard guards are worn for anyone with facial hair 

*hairnets and beard guards are provided by our kitchen 

• An apron is always to be worn in the kitchen *aprons provided by our kitchen 
• Volunteers must wear clean clothes when arriving for their shift. This includes recently washed, no pet hair, 

etc. 
• We ask that all volunteers arrive to their shift with no overwhelming scents of any kind including perfume and 

body odor  
*Please let us know beforehand if you are unable to accommodate the dress code due to health, religious, or personal 

reasons 

Health and Safety:  
1. You must disclose any food allergies or special limitations or conditions prior to your first shift 
2. Because of the vulnerable nature of the clients we serve, any volunteer that may have a communicable, 

infectious, or blood born disease, is asked not to apply as a Kitchen Helper 
3. Any volunteer with bedbugs, lice, or cockroaches at home, is asked to not apply as a Kitchen Helper until 

the situation is eradicated 
 


